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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Introduction from the editor
Who was JESUS CHRIST? Does resurrection exist? What is the purpose of my life? What
happens to me when I die? These sort of questions will be asked by people of all ages at one
time or another, most often when they are affected by sickness or some personal sorrow.
These sort of questions are usually quickly pushed aside then the daily routine does not allow
these kind of questions. Not enough time is usually the excuse, but time for all the useless
stuff is always found in abundance. One prefers to find escape in work and kill these
persistent questions with all kinds of drugs, not knowing that these questions about why and
whereto are a part of life. That fact is that everyone drags their psychic list of questions
behind them all their life and this causes an inner suffering. Despite material security and
“comfortable lifestyle” one can read an inner dissatisfaction and unrest on many faces. When
questioned, one gets the cold shoulder treatment but in a one on one conversation, a spiritual
agony comes to the surface. This inner dissatisfaction can increase to such an extent, that they
commit suicide to get rid of this inner pain. Professional success is no gauge for contentment.
It is all kind of excessive expectations that dominate the thinking and feeling process. There is
a lot of specialist literature about this condition available. He who reads these does not believe
in GOD and HIS REALM anymore. Hippocrates taught that illness starts in us and is caused
by us. Presently, science investigates any illness independently without understanding life as
a whole. It is time to change the thinking process. To be aware of creation is not enough if it
cannot be understood through the soul. Human beings understand only with their intellect,
which is only one function of the soul. Just the same, self-realisation is possible for every
living soul, because the senses to do so are given. The tools are available, only the will to use
them is lacking. If we assume that the main theme of the new testament is correct and the

proverb “seek and you shall find” is valid, what can stop us then from searching to eventually
find something?
A basic search for the meaning of life and the existence of the soul is important, the believe in
a secure and through the common schooling process received basic knowledge, create even at
an early age a spiritual stability which helps to survive unscathed the challenges life brings.
But where are the teachers?
Bad Salzuflen, September 1991.

1.0 Preface

(Herbert Viktor Speer, leader of the Medialen Friedenskreis Berlin)

Amongst the many letters we receive, we find some of the following questions:
•

“Who really was CHRIST?”

•

“Was CHRIST a GOD?”

•

“Was CHRIST GODS SON or an ordinary human being?”

•

“Was CHRIST a travelling preacher or a prophet?”

•

“Was CHRIST a charlatan or a medium?”

During our long association with spiritual teachers from the other world, we have
often bin lectured about this and they have pointed out, that the truth about CHRIST
will always be subject to persecution because the church and its followers onesidedly and fanatically defend one version only, namely that of the “SON of GOD”
everything else is blasphemy they say.
Atheists maintain today that CHRIST was a revolutionary and politically persecuted.
How can we clear this up, something that happened so long ago? The Jews deny the
“SON of GOD” title, therefore the religious difference and the animosity. The Jews
naturally use logic to come to that conclusion even though there are many errors in
their faith that can be verified.
As we have always supported the TRUTH, accepting the anger directed at us and
losses incurred by us, we decided to publish the opinions of our spiritual TEACHERS
on the subject. The SANTINERS, our extra-terrestrial visitors, who support CHRIST
and are HIS friends, maintain the same point of view. The “SON of GOD” title as
represented by the Churches, has only brought misery to the world as communistic
atheism does not accept it and the communist leaders persecute anyone believing it.
This brings the whole Church based religion tumbling down.
•

JESUS CHRIST was certainly not the incarnation of GOD, the SPIRIT of GOD
is not suitable for such an incarnation.

CHRIST has never insisted that HE is the SON of GOD. This assertion originated
from the people who reported about HIM. HE always talked about the FATHER, but
HE meant the FATHER of mankind. HE didn’t just say my FATHER, but our

FATHER. This should solve this case! Besides, human beings are born of human
beings!
CHRIST recognised HIS mediumistic gifts and educated himself spiritually. HE was
an exceptional medium, this the bible, respectively the New Testament verifies.
These same occult phenomenon can be produced by any good medium. JESUS
CHRIST said: “There will be those that come after me, that will do even greater
things.”
If this had been an incarnation of GOD, it would be a blasphemy without equal to
assume that other would follow GODS incarnation. This is against all logic! This also
applies to a physical SON of GOD. Who could surpass GOD or the SON of GOD?
What is left therefore is the medium. In the stories passed down through time, there
are certainly enough examples to show that JESUS CHRIST was human and also a
medium, always conversing with the spiritual world. Even automatic writing was used
by HIM, HE used a finger in the sand to write down the answers HE received from
the SPIRITUAL REALM, just as we do, only we use pencil and paper.
The Church Fathers would do well to reform, if they want to save the Church, this is
the truth. CHRIST said: “Only the truth will set you free!” “Stupidity is dangerous” is
something the extra-terrestrial commander ASHTAR SHERAN said. One has to fight
stupidity, it is not allowed to win.

2.0 Reflections about Christianity. (Message from the Spheres of Light)
It is a fact that Christianity celebrates the birthday of the MESSIAH. The holy bible
calls HIM “SON of GOD“. For many centuries nothing has changed about this
interpretation.
I will tell you today the reality behind it. I assume that the time has finally come to
proclaim an un-contaminated message of salvation. GODS plan does not only see
technical progress but also a spiritual enlightment and renewal.
•

JESUS CHRIST, the MESSIAH, meaning redeemer, was and is not a GOD,
nor a CREATOR and not the REASON of all BEING. But HE was a
representative of GOD.

HE incarnated as a human being with all the human attributes, but all of these in a
positive aspect. HIS mission of redemption is the proclamation of the eternal truth,
namely the immortality of the human soul throughout the universe.
•

Redemption means: A heavenly existence in the spiritual realms, harmony and
happiness and an unimaginable freedom.

But then something terrible happened that had repercussions throughout theology:
The bible, respectively the New Testament represented the MESSIAH as a SON of
GOD. HE certainly can call HIMSELF a SON of GOD but there are other high-quality
teachers and advocates who also have the right to be called that.

Under the title SON of GOD, Christianity has always understood something else,
namely an absolute likeness of GOD. This has lead to make the CREATOR and real
GOD more human-like in the imagination of mankind.
If the SON of GOD was human, walking on Earth and dying like a human being, HE
could not but look, react and think like a human being. At this point an enormous
blasphemy is created that no theologian has ever recognised.
The result was, that GOD was dragged down to our low level and given a superfluous
and theatrical cult but never the appropriate, worthy understanding and certainly not
HIS due respect.
There is an enormous difference between GOD and a SON of GOD, that no human
being with its present development can understand. If mankind can ever accept
GOD as HE really is, this kind of comparison must cease.
•

Every man is a SON of GOD and every woman a DAUGHTER of GOD and
those that live a life in GODS name are certainly that!

From a spiritual point of view, JESUS CHRIST was a highly developed soul. In HIS
incarnation HE was more endowed with higher knowledge and important spiritual
TALENTS than others. HE was clairaudient and had continual contact with higher
INTELLIGENCES of the divine SPHERES.
There is no way that JESUS CHRIST can be compared to GOD. In this aspect HE
was no SON of GOD, but GODS human creation, subject to all biological LAWS.
•

Give GOD the respect HE demands and never imagine HIM in human form.

May GOD reign!

2.1 Questions and answers:
Question: Has the word “Christian” a particular meaning?
ELIAS:
• (One doesn’t have to follow a religion as long as one is a humanitarian.)
The term “Christian” is misleading because one can determine from it that all
other religions are not humane. ASHTAR SHERAN comments were that for Him
to be human is a highly rated obligation.
•

I emphasise that each of us is a trustee of GOD.

Each individual has the high duty to realise GODS PLAN and HIS CREATION,
unfortunately most people are unworthy of this important task.

Question: How does the spiritual realm assess World Christianity?
ARGUN: GOD the CREATOR gave humanity, through CHRIST, HIS wisdom. But
what do people, even Christians, do with this wisdom? You know it too well! How
long has it been since the WORD of GOD has been properly preached? It has been a
long time! Too long a time has passed without humanity showing any signs of
improvement since CHRIST preached on Earth. This is a sad state of affairs!
It is obvious that mankind on planet Earth is making a certain effort in a different but
positive direction in their way of thinking, but this will be a futile exercise as the
opposing, negative side is too strongly engaged in fighting the true faith. This will be
stopped! Therefore I will tell you again:
•

The day “X” is before you, the SANTINERS do not visit this star of yours for
their own pleasure!

Question: (1963) Has humanity still not understood true Christianity?
ARGUN: Your world is not quite that un-Christian. The death of Kennedy has proven
that many still appreciate the positive. The Christian faith only need a reform. People
are willing to accept a true religion. People on Earth must strive to create conditions
that make it worth while to live.
Question: A critic asked us if you have the right to pose as TEACHERS of GOD?
AREDOS: We defend all that we love, namely GOD, CHRIST and LOVE.
•

CHRIST cleaned up falsehood and error. It cost him his life.

•

We too are cleaning up falsehood and error. It costs us only mockery.

We have a lot of understanding for all human shortcomings.
•

(GOD has many SONS, as the universe is unfathomably large and humanity is
spread throughout the universe.)

Certainly GOD loved humanity on Earth, even if it was full of sin. HE send one of
HIS SONS to Earth, where he incarnated. The CHRIST-SOUL was placed in a
body and incarnated, that is why John said: “GODS only-begotten SON”.
Each human being on Earth, that is, each soul destined for incarnation is
begotten when the are born. Each soul is born into the flesh.
The thinking of priests and theologians is wrong when they assume that CHRIST
was the only SON of GOD. How often do you express something wrongly and
immediately after say: “ I didn’t mean it like that.”

Question: Your teachings are said to come from the CHRIST-SPHERE? 1
Answer: Yes, that is correct. It is the SPHERE OF PERFECT HARMONY. This
sphere was created through CHRIST. It is a SPHERE of the highest LEARNING,
CHRIST too is moving towards perfection. He has gained an immeasurable amount
of knowledge.
We as TEACHERS have the means to obtain WISDOM in all possible ways. We all
belong to a large SCHOOL, the SCHOOL of LOVE. Our doctrines are not our own,
but the result of the whole SCHOOL. Everything is analysed and all that is good and
withstands the tests, will be revealed.
It is very sad, that the major Churches are not using this, as they are in need of a
REVELATION from this sphere. The major Churches prevent the TRUTH from
coming out as much as they can. “.... for they do not know what they do!” is one of
their phrases.

3.0 Christmas, the birth of JESUS

(Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT)

When Christmas is prepared and celebrated, not many think about the reasons why
we have this feast. This celebration is a tradition. One likes to celebrate, especially
when the government supports it. The hour of CHRIST’S birth is only mentioned in
Churches and sermons.
The question arises, are we even entitled to celebrate Christmas?
What can be proven?
The holy bible paints a picture of a star and an ANGEL heralding the birth of
CHRIST. The scene should prove that CHRIST was send to us from GOD. Is the
bible correct? It is a fact, that the thing about a star cannot be correct. The reality
looks entirely different.
The birth of CHRIST was indeed a divine dispatch. The MISSION was known by a
group of chosen ones, namely the SANTINERS (the biblical Cherubim's) who are
serving GOD. They were hovering with one of their space-ships (UFO) over the
birthplace of the MESSIAH. It was therefore not a star but an orange UFO!
This UFO landed in a field where shepherds were tending their sheep. It is said: “The
clarity of GOD was with them.” It was the intensive light of the space-ship combined
with the extra-terrestrials manoeuvring the UFO talking to the shepherds. They
proclaimed to the shepherds the birth of an important TEACHER from the spiritual
world, the incarnation of an refined soul, a medium of global importance.

1

It is understandable, that over a period of 20 years, some questions will be repeated. In spite of this, they have
all been included in this presentation, because the way some of the answers have been formulated differently,
may contribute to the comprehension of the subject.

It is therefore apparent that the birth of CHRIST was not an ordinary birth, but an act
of psychic help for an ignorant humanity.
•

CHRIST was to rectify the LAWS from Sinai and to eliminate a false system of
belief. Unfortunately, HE didn’t quite achieve the hoped for results.

My dear friends, as you can see, celebrating Christmas has a much higher meaning
than the Church based religions have been explaining. The bible calls it a “wonder”,
but one is not inclined to believe in such “wonders”. That’s why there is a certain
festivity missing in this celebration.
•

If the TRUTH was known, one would not drink to excess nor fill ones insides to
the limit with food.

No human being on Earth has understood exactly just what CHRIST means for
humanity. HE still has jurisdiction over your world, even today.
•

JESUS CHRIST is not the SON of GOD, but the REPRESENTATIVE of GOD,
this is of quite a higher importance then just a SON of GOD, because there
are billions of those .

A son does not necessarily have to have the abilities of his father. Just the opposite,
it can happen that he brings dishonour to his father. But a REPRESENTATIVE of
GOD can not allow this to happen. He must represent the divine LOVE of GOD,
otherwise he doesn’t deserve that title.
The Christian Churches always fear that a new version of belief will diminish their
importance. But this version here is a fact and it will enhance their importance.
•

In the future, the SANTINERS will prove that their mission is still valid today.
The divine LOVE of GOD came down to Earth to you.

3.1 Questions about the person JESUS CHRIST
Question: The bible states: “In the beginning was the word and the word was with
GOD and GOD was the word. And the word became flesh and lived amongst us and
we saw his splendour, the splendour of the begotten son of the father, full of grace
and truth.” Please explain these words to us.
ARGUN: GOD is not a liar, not with one word! GOD will never claim to be the SON of
GOD or a human being. If GOD really had appeared on Earth, HE would not have
lied but would have said: “Look! here is your GOD, the CREATOR of all there is!”
The word was with GOD, means GOD could think in the abstract and therefore could
speak spiritually. HE created a MEDIATOR in sending a CHRIST SPIRIT to Earth
who stayed in spiritual contact with GOD. Through this, the word of GOD became
flesh.

JESUS CHRIST said: “ HE who send me is true and what I’ve heard from HIM I will
tell the world.” JESUS was a spiritual medium, HE was clairaudient and the HIGHER
REALMS told HIM what to say and answer. CHRIST and GOD are therefore ONE,
namely in the LOVE for all CREATION. In those days one used the term “begotten”
for incarnation.
•

CHRIST was therefore an absolute REPRESENTATIVE of GOD, but not
GOD.

Question: How do you assess JESUS CHRIST from your perspective?
Answer: CHRIST was the last of the prophets or teachers that came to your world.
The full power of the spirit was manifest in HIM, as it never happened before and has
never happened since. Neither HIS birth nor HIS death is shrouded in mystery. HE
was a man like any other, HE came to Earth and left Earth within the boundaries of
the natural LAWS of the great SPIRIT. Never before and never after has an
INSPIRATION of this magnitude been experienced in your world.
CHRIST came to fulfil a MISSION, to teach certain fundamental TRUTHS, TRUTHS
that were falsified, neglected and buried under the rubble of tenets, rituals,
ceremonies, myths and fables. HE captured the attention of those HE wanted to
lecture. After HE selected the group of men who could help HIM, HE started to
exercise HIS SPIRITUAL GIFTS given to HIM. HE was a medium and used these
gifts the same way good mediums use them today.
HIS talents never wavered or weakened, they always worked in harmony with all
natural LAWS. No miracles were performed, no natural LAWS were negated, not
eliminated, not disturbed. The demonstrations of HIS talents awakened the attention
of people and seeing that, HE started to teach them the simple, eternal, fundamental
SPIRITUAL TRUTHS, underlined by all inspired TEACHERS throughout the ages. 2
Question:

The bible states that CHRIST was procreated in an unusual way?

AREDOS:

Christ was procreated just like Moses, there is no difference.

Question:

Was JESUS CHRIST a “automatic writing” medium?

AREDOS: HE was a many faceted medium. HE was clairaudient and could do
automatic writing. The writing gave HIM more security. HE got the answers from the
spiritual ream with which HE was in constant contact. This paragraph in the bible is
an important record, showing that JESUS used automatic writing.
Question:
Every so often the question is asked wether CHRIST was a SOCIAL
POLITICIAN. What can you say about that?
AREDOS: Even in those days, politics was a philosophy of life. CHRIST criticised
this philosophy because it didn’t harmonise with the religious facts as HE knew them.
2

The explanations of the SPIRITUAL LEADER coincides with those of ASHTAR SHERAN completely. Only
the churches, with their “belief in wonders” bring confusion and doubt.

The term politician applies to someone who is actively involved in politics. This
certainly was not the case with CHRIST.

Picture: The painter Michelangelo da
Caravaggio (1573 - 1610) depicted automatic
writing in his picture “ THE HOLY MATTHIAS
WITH THE ANGEL”,

Question:

The person we call CHRIST is controversial. What do you say to that?

AREDOS:
CHRIST was a human being, endowed with the highest, divine talents. HE was
- let’s say - a super medium. HE knew magic, knew how to communicate with the higher
spheres and knew all the disciplines of spiritual power. Everybody’s origin is in GOD, that is
why HE said: “We are all children of GOD and that includes myself.”
Question:

Was CHRIST really a SON of GOD?

AREDOS: For all of us, CHRIST is of great importance, but all human beings are
divine creatures, children of GOD. CHRIST was a prophet. HE was surely the
greatest prophet in HIS time, that is to say, the greatest medium, an absolute
INITIATE, an ADEPT of standing.
Question:

What is CHRIST?

AREDOS: CHRIST is no GOD, but HE was the best medium on Earth, a contact
between the spiritual world and the regions on Earth. HIS education, HIS calling and
instructions were achieved through all the spiritual means available, through medial
communication.
•

CHRIST created the first useful spiritual circle and trained HIS disciples in
medium-ship.

CHRIST was therefore an important mediator between the majestic universe, namely
GOD, and mankind. But CHRIST can never forgive any ones sins, HE can only be an
intercessor. In this respect HE cannot represent GOD! All divine LAWS are also
binding for HIM. Through Church induced beliefs, many people rely on a miracle, that
will never happen.
Question:
The trinity is made up of: The Father, the Son and the holy Ghost . This
interpretation leads to doubt. What do you say to this?
ELIAS:
As you know, CHRIST only talked of the FATHER, namely the FATHER
of mankind. In this respect, GOD is not of a particular gender. The word father meant
a lot of things in those days, because this masculine figure of speech expresses
responsibility. People could make something of it.
•

GOD is without shape! But HE has shape in infinite forms.

•

GOD exists in every form.

•

GOD is neither young nor old, but unimaginably EXPERIENCED and WISE.

GOD is taboo! Trying to work out what GOD really is, is useless, because neither
the stature of HIS MAJESTY nor the size of HIS CONSCIOUSNESS has and will
ever be understood by any man. Neither science nor Church respects this taboo.
Question:

There are circles within the Church who talk about an incarnate GOD?

ELIAS:
CHRIST always talked about the FATHER. With it HE meant the
CREATOR.
•

GOD will never walk on Earth. This would be a immense relapse. Even to
assume such a nonsense is pure blasphemy.

•

But CHRIST said: “The FATHER and I are one.” With this statement He meant
that HIS points of view and those of the FATHER were in agreement..

As a matter of course, calling GOD “father” indicates a personification and a certain
gender. The word “father” in those days was superior to the word mother, as women
were less respected than men. The word father as a masculine conception
expressed a lot more, namely security, shelter and responsibility. CHRIST new that

the conception of GOD could only be brought closer to the people by calling GOD
“father“. 3
•

GOD is without shape! You must look at the word “FATHER” only as a symbol.
Unfortunately the Churches don’t do that.

Question:
There are those who fanatically believe that CHRIST is GOD and the
FATHER of all that exists. What can you tell us about that?
SILBERBIRKE: (Silverbirch) HE is not the GREAT SPIRIT, not the POWER that
created and formed everything nor did HE endow mankind with HIS divinity. But HE
is still at work, helping a humanity HE loves and came to help and serve with HIS
talents and HIS strength that have developed greatly in the interim. To elevate HIM
into a position HE never had is not doing HIM any favours. The man from Nazareth is
not demanding reverence, nor humility, nor falling upon ones knees. HE only wishes
that HIS life may be a shining example to others, so that they can use it as a guiding
light to achieve even greater things. This is only a feeble sketch of a much larger
objective.
Question:
The various belief structures within the Christian Churches view and
interpret the personality of CHRIST differently. Which one is the all important view?
AREDOS: CHRIST was not a GOD and is still not a GOD even today. HE was a
purified soul who incarnated on Earth with an important mission. HIS high state of
purification allowed for a continued connection with the highest regions of the DIVINE
REALM, with those entities, who are acting under instructions from GOD. Based on
this fact, one can say with a clear conscience that CHRIST is a SON of GOD.
Question:
Was CHRIST an adept or a medium as known by psycho-science, as
HE performed many wonders, e.g: walking on water?
AREDOS: HIS high spiritual standing made HIM an entity who’s spirit conquered
matter. CHRIST was not a purely physical entity, no purely physical medium. HE was
a TEACHER on a mission from the regions of the HOLY SPIRIT. By walking on
water, HE demonstrated only once, that the spirit can break the physical laws. (antigravity)
Question: Why was CHRIST so angry in the Temple, that HE upturned the tables and
chairs of the money-lenders?
AREDOS: By this act you can recognise that JESUS was a normal man, as HE
reacted like one. GOD would never have lost HIS temper. GOD will never lose HIS
composure.
•

This is why I always maintain, that you should be calm. Anger makes you
unobjective!

Question:
see that?
3

Some are trying these days to deny the divinity of CHRIST. How do you

English spiritualism is wide-spread and talks of a FATHER-MOTHER-GOD, this also is not correct.

ELIAS:
Here the spirits part company. There are juveniles who raise HIM to the
status of a GOD, but that is not correct either. The bible states quite clearly that
CHRIST always only talks about HIS FATHER. But this FATHER is the CREATOR of
all mankind. Therefore every human being on Earth can talk about his FATHER,
meaning his spiritual FATHER.
•

One can not omit logic from religion!

CHRIST never insisted that HE was the only SON of GOD. On the contrary,
HE called out clearly and distinctly: “GOD, why has thou forsaken me?” HE never
spoke the word “only”, and also never “begotten”. 4

3.2 The begotten SON
Question:

Was CHRIST the begotten Son of GOD?

ARGUN:
Yes, CHRIST was born into the flesh. HE was incarnated. HE was born
into but not begotten. HE is the REPRESENTATIVE of GOD, therefore one can also
call HIM SON of GOD. Yes, HE is one of the SONS of GOD. HE is one of the KINGS,
but not the EMPEROR!
•

The universe with all its life-supporting planets is of incomprehensible
dimensions.

•

Divine ORDER is not everywhere to be found.

•

That is why the LORD has send a SON to many stars, namely one of HIS
REPRESENTATIVES.

CHRIST has jurisdiction over “this side” and the “other side” of the planetary
sphere. For your Earth, HE is your “GOD”. HE is your JUDGE and also your
MEDIATOR. HE is personified, eternal LOVE.
•

Do not confuse CHRIST with the CREATOR as many do. HE is not the only
JUDGE and MEDIATOR in the universe. Is this clear?

Question:
The various religions have different opinions about the MESSIAH. What
can your say about that?
ELIAS:
CHRIST has never maintained that HE was the SON of GOD. But HE
has always mentioned the FATHER. But this FATHER is also your FATHER!
Question:
When CHRIST was asked if HE was the SON of GOD, HE supposed to
have answered Pilate : “You say so!” This surely is a confirmation!?
4

For over 20 years, we have received valuable instructions, when we published them, they enjoyed great
popularity. Our teachers are still the same, even today. What ELIAS tells about CHRIST is logically correct.

ELIAS:
Pilate asked CHRIST if HE was the SON of GOD. Where CHRIST
answered :” You say so!” This answer had been misunderstood, the emphasis is on
the word “you”, meaning that when Pilate asked the question He simply could have
answered with a “no”, but as CHRIST loved the speak the truth, HE tried to avoid
saying “no”, as we are strictly speaking, all a CHILD of GOD.
But CHRIST was a person who is not easily compared to other people. It is for every
one a long way to get that far. But the deciding factor is that CHRIST had telepathic
contact with the HIERARCHY of GOD. Besides that, HE could also use automatic
writing. HIS medium-ship was enormous!

4.0 The life of JESUS
ARGUN:

( Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT)

Greetings to GOD!

Every time there is a great crisis, the life and personality of CHRIST is scrutinised
under a magnifying glass. One has proven that CHRIST really existed and that HE
was a preacher. Was CHRIST a human being or a GOD? This question brings about
many diverse opinions. Who is really in a position to give an answer about this
unusual world? It can only be the GREAT WORLD where CHRIST still resides.
Listen!
The levels of human development have always been different for the different
countries on Earth and this was hard to explain, because one couldn’t understand it.
Technic and science do not stand still, this is the reason why the gift of
comprehension changes to adapt itself to the people living through the ages. What
would the people living in biblical times have made of a statement by CHRIST that a
great many stars were also inhabited by human beings?
The SPIRITUAL REALMS have always worked hand in hand with those, who have
purified themselves. CHRIST knew about the space-brothers but only hinted at the
fact so as not to cause a misunderstanding. But you, in your modern times know
much more about the existence of the space-brothers and their space-ships, who
control the universe. That is why the time is right to reveal to you many of the extrasensory events, that have never been understood until the present. The arrival of the
REDEEMER in connection with the space-brothers 5 was skilfully prepared.
•

A space-ship shines over the place of birth of the GREAT DIVINE TEACHER,
who reincarnated for our redemption.

The space-ships and their crew have brought their influence to bear in all cases of
your redemption. They kept a tolerable distance and never interfered in your affairs
without higher orders.

5

SANTINER, the biblical Cherubs

When CHRIST died on the cross, HIS death was made into an unforgettable
“wonder” with the co-operation of those space-ships, then these space-ships have
unimaginable GOD given POWER. The Testament of Luke states: “ It was about
twelve o’clock when the sun stopped shining and darkness covered the whole
country until three o’clock and the curtain in the temple was torn in two.” (Good News
Bible) The Testament of Matthew states: “The Earth shook, the rocks split apart, the
graves opened .....
The preparations for the return of the MESSIAH is so far advanced, that based on
the heavenly facts (UFOs), it is possible to think about the action of redemption, from
2,000 years ago, much better. Today’s standard of technology and science makes it
possible to understand, if only there was a little good-will for peace.
Just like 2,000 years ago, mankind has reach another low point of ungodliness. The
heavenly POWERS are at work once again, to prepare a fundamentally new
redemption. The redemption can only be a proven explanation.
•

The SPACE-BROTHERS are day and night at work to prepare the way for the
REDEEMER. They ARE the GREAT LIGHT that lights the way for the
MESSIAH. PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!

Question:
In the book “Evangelium des vollkommenen Lebens” (Evangelism of the
perfect live) chapter 6, phrase 10, it states: “ When Jesus was 18 years old, he was
betrothed to Miriam, a virgin from the tribe of Judea and he lived with her for seven
years until her death, GOD then took her so that JESUS was free to do the higher
things he came to fulfil, namely to suffer for all sons and daughters.”
Why has no confession, sect or religious community ever mentioned such an
important event in the life of Jesus, but kept silent?
AREDOS: This account is not based on fact. The dogma in this statement points to
a wilful assumption that is completely wrong. This is a time in the life of Jesus without
references. It is true that young people, even children were married without their
approval. The parents worked it out amongst themselves wether the married children
were agreeable or not. In the eye of the law they were not considered to be married,
only in the eyes of the respective families, even if they lived apart.
•

JESUS didn’t have a valid marriage with any woman.

•

He didn’t die suffering for mankind.

•

The suffering was added out of a deprived motive.

I find it correct that this passage is not included in the Christian teachings of any
church or sect.
There is a lot of nonsense talked about JESUS. The same goes for GOD, they think
HE is superhuman but without all his faculties, then the things they asked of HIM are
unbelievable. Even the Churches join in!

4.1 The SPIRIT and the TEACHINGS of CHRIST.
Question:

What is the meaning of the SPIRIT of GOD?

SILBERBIRKE: What I always underline is:
•

That HE truly was the most powerful expression of SPIRITUAL POWER that
ever came to Earth.

•

That most of the GREAT SPIRIT can only be experienced through HIM.

•

HE is the greatest SPIRITUAL POWER that ever manifested in a TEACHER.

•

HE is the culmination of SPIRITUAL POWER within a long series of GREAT
TEACHERS.

Don’t forget that CHRIST had to adapt HIMSELF to the social practices and to HIS
contemporaries of the time.
Question:

Do you consider the TEACHINGS of CHRIST as the highest?

Answer:
Unfortunately a lot of them have been falsified. I do not maintain that
HIS TEACHINGS are of the highest order, they were adapted to the biblical times. All
I say is that HIS TEACHINGS are important, as is the case with all great
TEACHINGS.
But never before was a man so talented, the way HE masterfully controlled the
psychic LAWS, like no other before or after HIM in your world. The mastery, the
application and the knowledge about the psychic LAWS was stronger than the
stature of the TEACHER.
You have to understand that here was an individual, completely in harmony with the
POWER of the SPIRIT, this explains why HIS TEACHINGS spread all over the world
in a very short time, despite all the actions, the destruction, the falsifications and all
the calamities carried out in HIS name.
Question:
CHRIST had to end HIS MISSION rather early. Therefore HE probably
never really got into full swing?
ELIAS:
CHRIST has never really finished HIS MISSION, it still goes on and on,
but these days HE is working from the SPIRITUAL REALM. But CHRIST meant that
HIS MISSION on EARTH in a physical body was finished.
Question:
the world?

Would mankind miss a lot if HIS TEACHINGS were not spread all over

Answer:
There can be no doubt that the doctrine of LOVE, is in preference to
everything else. As CHRIST specifically underlined, LOVE is the highest, he taught
the same simple TRUTHS as all great TEACHERS and SUCCESSORS have tried to
make clear.

You have to make a distinction between the TEACHERS and the SUCCESSORS,
the SUCCESSORS have made many mistakes and in their over-zealousness have
done a lot through which the one they wanted to follow, was crucified again and
again.
CHRIST never tried to use HIS divine POWERS for HIS own personal gain. HE did
not, even in the slightest, bring discredit to the MISSION He tried to fulfil. HE made
no attempt to selfishly use the mighty POWER. HE was in complete HARMONY with
all SPIRITUAL LAWS.
Everything had to be adapted to the gender and the circumstances of the times when
HE lived. HE couldn’t have been perfect, otherwise HIS words, that others would
follow who would do better and greater things, would not make sense. Here is an
individual you can point to and say: ”See what is possible, if the POWER of the
SPIRIT finds full and sumptuous expression!”
•

JESUS is a model example, showing all THAT can be achieved on dying! The
man from Nazareth is in our world still the highest that we know of.

Question:
In respect to the wonders performed on Earth by CHRIST, there are
within the religious communities certain differences of opinion. How do you see this?
ARGUN:
There is no other fact but that CHRIST is one of the SONS of GOD. We
are HIS TEACHERS (selected by HIM) so we should know what we talk about. HE is
one of the KINGS in the universe but not the EMPEROR.
GOD send one of HIS SONS to many stars, but JESUS CHRIST to this star. HE
suffered and died for HIS MISSION. But HE is not the only REDEEMER in the
universe.
•

If you look back at the starting point, the “Day X” of all being, then GOD was
all alone in the universe.

Now HE has HIS HELPERS in the flesh and the astral, but also HIS antagonists, HIS
enemies, whom HE shows a lot of understanding for, then every soul in the universe
has its origin in GOD.
Even Lucifer came from GOD, he too is a SON of GOD! GOD loves him, but because
of this love, HE was hated by Lucifer later on. This then was the start of the
NEGATIVE, then GOD reproached Lucifer for his self-importance. Lucifer is the “lost
son” and many of his supporters follow him.
Question:
Is it possible for an “passed over“, but earthbound soul, to claim to be
CHRIST or even GOD via a medium, without being stopped from doing so?
AREDOS: This happens every day with your common house and garden
spiritualism. But also solitary, clairaudient mediums are led astray, by leaving only a
tiny gap open in their aura. A negative entity happily uses a very successful trick: He
combines CHRIST and GOD the FATHER into one. He encourages them to load all
sins and all their guilt onto GOD to then buoy them up with the false hope that GOD

forgave them all their sins so they have the courage to sin some more only to load
those onto GOD again.
Question:
When we look at the situation on Earth, we see that religion, the
Christian religion also, have not achieved very much. The question arises if CHRIST
with HIS TEACHINGS and PARABLES had any success at all?
AREDOS: All religions of the world have influenced culture. What do you think the
world would look like, if there were no religions? It is a matter of fact that the
TEACHINGS of CHRIST have a lot of merit . These TEACHINGS, as have others,
have influenced all legal systems on Earth.
•

The theistic belief system is the counterweight to atheism, who is guided by
the antagonist of GOD.

The antagonist moves according to a plan. He wants to have governments and the
up-bringing of children in his hands. If he would achieve this, there would be no
escape; this world would then be completely destroyed. You can see how important
the MISSION of the SAVIOUR is.
•

That all religions are in disarray is the result of the stupidity of man, who have
created dogmas and false interpretation!

If you believe that the sacrificial work of CHRIST is slowly failing, it borders on
blasphemy as it is an mistake. It would mean that GOD did not achieve anything on
Earth.
CHRIST was like a sorcerer, HE used the power of ESP, as you call it these days,
but only in a positive manner. If you say that the results were too meagre, because
the whole world is under threat, you do HIM an injustice. Just think about all the
great architecture, the many Christian organizations, the missionaries who work in
foreign countries. Think about the care of the sick. These are all results of the great
TEACHINGS of the medium called CHRIST.
There is a lot more: CHRIST is teaching even today!
HIS work is not completed; as HE is the INFORMER and TEACHER of the HIGHER
SPHERES and without HIM, your MESSENGERS of LIGHT your in contact with,
could not come and educate you.
To say it in one word:
•

CHRIST has achieved an enormous amount! Otherwise the antagonist would
have conquered all of mankind.

4.2 Words of CHRIST

Question:
CHRIST supposed to have said: “Others will follow who will do greater
and bigger things.” Thereby one could assume that the man from Nazareth was not
confident about HIS perfection.
ELIAS:
It is correct that CHRIST made this remark. But one should not wrongly
interpret HIS words, otherwise the significance of it will be lost. It is self-evident that
CHRIST was a model-example for mankind. HE stepped under the LIGHT out of pure
humility. In spite of that, HE deserves the full brilliance. HIS great LOVE for GOD,
humanity and HIS humility set CHRIST apart from everybody else.
Unfortunately, politic, theology and science are lacking true humility. This is the
reason why mankind is spiritually under-developed. I therefore say:
•

Only true humility can advance you; it clears your view for HIGHER things!

Question:
world?”

What exactly did CHRIST means when HE said: “I have conquered the

ELIAS:
With it, CHRIST meant that HE had the difficult task of instructing
behind HIM. Theologists see a lot in the wrong light. But CHRIST meant, that HIS
earthly MISSION was fulfilled but the MISSION on the other side was not. That is
why HE used the words: “I have conquered the world.” Meaning: “I depart for another
world from where I keep on working.” We are in HIS service.
Question:
Apparently CHRIST
that it is not advisable to do so!

said: ”Love thy enemy.” Experience teaches us,

AREDOS: This had been wrongly reproduced. CHRIST said:” You shall not hate
your enemies.” Therefore you should not aide your enemy but not do him any harm
either. But you should help them if their in distress.
Interjection: But CHRIST chased the money-lenders from the temple. Is this not a
contradiction?
ELIAS:
Everything is full of contradiction, even atheism. CHRIST was in the grip
of “divine fury”. There is a difference between chasing a money-lender from the
temple or killing a person in a rage.
Question:
Apparently JESUS CHRIST said that one should turn the other cheek
when someone strikes you. What can you say about that?
ARGUN:
Did CHRIST really say that? We are of a different opinion. One should
fight fairly without harming the opponent and one should try to uplift him in the
process.
Question:
Are the words: “GOD forgive them, for they do not know what they do”
also wrongly interpreted?
ELIAS:
There are so many things wrongly interpreted in the bible. This doesn’t
mean that GOD has forgiven all of humanity or a particular religious group, only

because CHRIST made a request on their behalf. Nobody should rely on that, but
should work on themself.
Question:

Can such a request achieve anything?

ELIAS:
Yes, it is possible. A request can from time to time have success, but it
can also be unsuccessful. Nobody can foretell the outcome, the decision is in the
hands of GOD. But it is of great importance, if one tries to reduce the burden of debt
of another with a request.
Question:
CHRIST supposed to have stated that it was easier for a camel to pass
through the eye of a needle than a rich man to go to heaven. What do you say to
that?
Answer:
It is certainly not the case that all who have earthly riches are spiritually
subordinate to those without possessions. No, not in the least. I will just express the
fact that money has nothing to do with spiritual development, the development
depends on the life you lead, nothing else.
Unfortunately you live in a physical world and your problems are to do with matter,
this is why quite often your perceptions are wrong. Alway stay with the spiritual
TRUTH once you have gained it. These TRUTHS can never be taken away from you
, as you have eternal ownership, even after you have left your physical body.
I’m looking forward to the time when the SPIRITUAL POWER can stream into
your world, not just through a few rivulets here and there, but through millions of
channels.
•

There will come a time, when “spiritual problems” are part of the absolutely
normal things in life. There are still a lot of obstacles that have to be cleared
away, these are partly due to the beliefs preached by the Churches.

•

The spiritual TRUTH must be taught in school, as it forms part of the most
important elements of human up-bringing! If mankind is to be educated about
the physical life in general, the “un-physical”, spiritual life must be included.

The other thing I’m looking forward to is when your world will come to know that they
are a part of the immense universe and that then their eyes will be open so that they
can see the other inhabitants of the “larger life”, who are even today, their constant
COMPANIONS.
With our aide, through spiritual influence, we have already achieved that the outer
door to the spiritual realm are pushed open. Despite the fact that contact is still on a
low, technical level, the proof is there, human life does not cease to exist after death,
but is only separated from the physical body.
I a few years, the same kind of progress will be achieved as it was with the
gramophone. At first, a simple wax cylinder, then the stereo tape-recorder. The things
the extra-terrestrials achieved thousands of years ago, humanity on Earth will also
accomplish.

Question:
CHRIST said: “The FATHER and I are one”. How does one interpret
these words?
ARGUN:
We are always eager to tell the untainted truth. We do not say one word
of untruth, then we want to help you in every way. CHRIST never said ”I’m your
GOD!” But CHRIST clearly said: “The FATHER and I are one”. Namely in their
common interest , in their LOVE and concern for mankind. JESUS CHRIST wanted
to express: “If you ask me, I will give you just the same answer, that GOD the
FATHER would give”.

4.3 The wonders performed by CHRIST
Question:

They say CHRIST performed wonders, how is this possible?

Answer:
No wonders were performed and the LAWS of nature were not
cancelled, not abolished nor disturbed. HE convinced them with the GIFTS of the
SPIRIT, the way it often happens today. Suggestion had a lot to do with it also, it was
a big part of it. CHRIST was a spiritual healer of great standing.
Question:
One tries these days to make spiritual healers out to be charlatans.
What do you say to that?
AREDOS: When the first organised attempts were made to make the power of the
spirit known, those who were healers were subject to ridicule. Scorn was heaped on
them if they were courageous enough to do their work. Physicians were particularly
against them. But the healers went about their business unperturbed and with a lot of
success. What do you think physicians would do if a healer like CHRIST would come
forward? They would see him put in jail. Who can rebel against the “wisdom” taught
in schools?

4.4 The second Death
Question:

JESUS CHRIST mentioned a second Death and warned them about it?

AREDOS:

The second Death is reincarnation.

Even in the thereafter, the act of dying is still happening. But reincarnation is nearly
eliminated, if a person has spiritually well developed. There is a second Death, but
also a third, a fourth and so on. Death is only the change from one form of existence
to another, from physical life to spiritual life, the passing away, as you call it or the
crossing over from the spiritual life to the physical, a reincarnation. But you have to
know that time does not mean anything on the other side.
Question:

Why does CHRIST warn about the second Death?

ELIAS:
The death CHRIST talked about is a spiritual death, the wasting away
of faith and spiritual darkness. HE didn’t mean the crossing over from one form of

existence to another. A spiritual death can be the extinguishment of the personality or
an absolute serfdom to the antagonist. Many people experience this second Death
daily.
An example:
A young American woman millionaires, well brought up, who believed in GOD and
had a positive outlook, went as a Samaritan to the poor and ill to help them. This
woman linked up with a communist who re-programmed her. She changed
completely and started to deny GOD. She took part in subversive activities and
committed brutalities. She turned against GOD and society. This woman suffered the
second Death, CHRIST warned and talked about. She was ultimately shot in an
exchange of fire and her soul ended up in the lowest spheres. But even this second
Death can be undone if only one small spark of regret remains. 6

4.5 The crucifixion
Question: Did JESUS have spiritual support that could have saved HIM from dying
on the cross?
AREDOS: The positive, spiritual world had no power over the attack by those
unruly people who gathered to carry out a conspiracy. The spiritual world can only
inspire people who are open, as the means at their disposal are “only” spiritual.
Question:

Why wasn’t Pilate inspired? He had the power over life or death.

AREDOS: Pontius Pilate was inspired. That is why he tried to arouse the pity of
the mob, by flogging CHRIST first. But all the Jewish priests believed in wonders.
They wanted to experience a great wonder, the like Moses and his people had
experienced. They said to themselves: If CHRIST is the SON of GOD, he will
orchestrate his release in a most wondrous fashion. That is why they pushed their
demands to the limit.
But the wonder didn’t happen the way they envisaged it. As they were full of doubt,
they believed that all the Jewish people would distance themselves from CHRIST
and HIS TEACHINGS, if the SON of GOD did not have the power to climb down from
the cross. This then is the all important interpretation that is hardly ever mentioned on
this Earth. 7
Question:

Some have openly insisted that CHRIST was not nailed to the cross!

ELIAS:
CHRIST was crucified! Whoever insists it wasn’t so, is wrong! These
are the wicked tongues of the atheists at work.

6

Here one recognises the dogmatic mistake the Church makes about eternal damnation. An eternal damnation
does not exist, if good intensions are present. It is a question of time!
7
Luke Chapter 23, Verse 35 :”The people stood there watching while the Jewish leaders made fun of him: “HE
saved others; let him save himself if he is the messiah whom GOD has chosen!” (Good News Bible)

Interjection: Here one refers to an inspired instruction, that maintains that JESUS
did not die on the cross. HIS trusted friend removed HIM from the cross. They then
brought HIM to a tomb, where they successfully resuscitated HIM.
AREDOS: This representation doesn’t correspond with reality. CHRIST did die on
the cross and HIS irrefutable death was confirmed with the thrust of a lance. If
CHRIST had been only unconscious, the thrust of this lance would have killed HIM in
an instant.
It is not about HIS death we’re concerned about, but HIS resurrection. This
resurrection is not a “wonder” that applies to JESUS CHRIST only. Every human
being on Earth experiences the same “wonder”, not on an uncertain Day of
Judgement, but immediately after leaving the physical body!
JESUS CHRIST was an unusual adept, more than a great fakir. HE had enormous
spiritual POWERS that made it possible to show HIMSELF to the world. HE didn’t
need a medium to accomplish HIS materialisation, because HE was an unusual
medium HIMSELF.
Question:

In that case, the description of the resurrection is not quite right?

AREDOS:
• The resurrection of every human being, after death, is a LAW of nature
throughout the universe for all humanities.
•

Resurrection is an inappropriate word for a LAW of nature that happens every
second of the day.

•

Resurrection has nothing to do with the Judgement Day, but happens on the
last day on Earth for everybody.

5.0 The resurrection and Easter

( Message from the spheres of Light )

The Christian feast of Easter is to celebrate the resurrection of the MESSIAH.
Unfortunately, the phenomenon of the human resurrection after physical death has
not the attention this event deserves. Many people believe that the resurrection only
applies to CHRIST and that for all others, it remains only a vague hope. They believe
that the souls are awakened at a completely unspecified moment in time, when GOD
calls. This is an unfortunate mistake that causes a lot of uncertainty in all questions
of religion.
•

Everyone is subject to the same LAW of GOD and there are no exceptions!

•

The way your great TEACHER CHRIST resurrected, every human being
regains consciousness, immediately after leaving the physical body. This
resurrection phenomenon is the great exception. CHRIST, as your icon,
wanted to prove that HIS tenets have true value.

But CHRIST showed HIMSELF to the people. All who knew HIM could see HIM, even after
leaving HIS physical body. This resurrection phenomenon is the great exception. CHRIST as
your idol wanted to prove that HIS tenets have true value.
It is a mistake to believe in HIS resurrection but not believe that it is for everybody.
Not everyone can make themselves visible after leaving the physical body. In regards
to the resurrection into consciousness, this phenomenon must be generalised, it is an
unchangeable LAW of GOD, of great significance. The Churches are responsible for
the TRUTH, they cannot and may not misinterpret such important facts according to
their own hypothesis!
•

The soul is immortal, therefore there can be no death for it.

•

The body is a temporary instrument of the soul, that is replaced every now and
then.

•

Resurrection happens in all cases without fail.

•

A apparition of the soul happens very rarely.

•

What CHRIST is concerned, it was more than just a visualisation, it was a
semi-materialisation, supported by the mediumistic powers of HIS disciples.

Easter is not a celebration of the resurrection of the man from Nazareth, but a
spiritual, respectively an occult phenomenon of a special kind. The apparition of a
soul out of the body should serve as a visual revelation for you, indicating that the
personal consciousness is not extinguished. All of this doesn’t happen as an
unnatural wonder, but exactly according to the natural LAWS of GOD. It is not a
singular event, such apparitions are still happening amongst the highly psychic,
primitive races, it heightens their fears of the spirits.
•

Easter should give everyone the assurance, that the “I” can not die, only the
perishable body is threatened by death.

The Church doesn’t teach an immediate resurrection, this is a sad state of affairs
and causes a lot of sorrow to those left behind. The way the Church understands
resurrection is a vague promise that only those who believe in CHRIST will be called
on Judgement Day.
That is a mistake!
Even those who do not believe in CHRIST are not excluded from an immediate
resurrection, they are governed by the same laws of nature!
AREDOS:

Greetings in the name of GOD.

CHRIST performed a lot of wonders in front of HIS disciples that are not written in
this book. ( Bible ) The resurrection of CHRIST is the most important event for
spiritualism and therefore a most important celebration. It indicates that the dead are
living! It is true that not all the “dead” resurrect in the way CHRIST demonstrated, but
they experience a wonderful resurrection, right after leaving the body.

The “other world” is deeply disappointed, that the TEACHINGS given to you and
preserved by the Churches, have undergone so many brutal changes, that now the
facts are veiled. The resurrection of man ended up on some back-burner and the
“sleeping soul” dogma took its place, it is a mistake, CHRIST and all HIS
MESSENGERS of LIGHT have established this.
CHRIST resurrected after three days in HIS tomb. HE could do so because even
more than a YOGI, HE had complete control over HIS physical body. HE conquered
physical death and HIS spirit subdued matter.
A mere mortal is spiritually not this high that he can master matter. But life created by
GOD is inextinguishable, it doesn’t even have to take three day to experience the
resurrection of the soul. CHRIST didn’t sleep during those three days, on the
contrary, HE was exceptionally lively in spirit.
It is quite correct to say: “Descent down into Hell....”. Immediately after leaving HIS
physical body, CHRIST visited the sphere of Lucifer in HIS astral body and there
accomplished HIS deed of redemption. A throng of ANGELS and MESSENGERS of
GOD followed HIM and carried the divine LIGHT into this unimaginable darkness.
Theology has hardly the slightest idea about the great labour of LOVE, CHRIST
performed in this darkness.
•

As from the day of this “descent into Hell”, everyone on Earth has now divine
assistance. The great act of redemption by the MESSIAH consists mainly in
the way CHRIST arranged, in a most wonderful way, the ORGANIZATION of
the GUARDIAN ANGELS, so that every human child has HIS divine
protection, right from the day they are born.

It is unfortunate that people seldom become or are aware of the GRACE they’re
blessed with, this makes the job of the GUARDIAN ANGELS a lot more difficult. How
often do you hear: “I was nearly killed!” or “In all this misery, I had a stroke of luck!”
People do not want to mention GOD or CHRIST, that why they mainly talk about
“coincidence”. He who wants to love CHRIST has to distance himself from the
“sleeping soul” dogma, something like that doesn’t exist! It does happen that an ailing
soul will spend some time in a deep sleep, but not till “Judgement Day”, an
unspecified day in the future.
•

For everyone on Earth, there is a “Judgement Day” but nobody knows when it
will be. This day too is a day of judgement. It is the day Lucifer will have
gambled away his might and will be prostrate at the feet of GOD, with all those
who didn’t want to be separated from Lucifer.

There is a “Judgement Day” in the spiritual world also but nobody knows when it will
be. This day also is a day of judgement. It is the day when Lucifer plays his last card
without success, to then lie at the feet of the CREATOR with all those who didn’t
want to be separated from him.
Easter is a great feast of gladness and the HEAVENLY HOSTS make music in
honour of the almighty CREATOR.

Question:
According to the apostles, CHRIST ascended to heaven in a radiant,
transfigured body. What is meant by a radiant, transfigured body?
ARGUN:

HIS spiritual body, HIS astral body is meant here.

Question:
According to these reports, Jesus from Nazareth walked in this
transfigured body after resurrection, was HE therefore visible?
ARGUN:

Yes, HE was visible!

Question:
Was HIS body matter, therefore touchable? It is also reported that
JESUS said to Thomas: “Give me your hand and place it on my side”. Thomas was
convinced after placing both his hands onto the wound at HIS side.
ARGUN:

Yes, that’s the way it was, is if HE was of flesh and blood.

Question:

Could one say that it was a re-materialisation?

ARGUN:

That is exactly the right term.

Question:
Our scientists maintain that CHRIST was crucified on the 3rd of April of
our calendar. They want to connect the event with an earth-quake in Jerusalem and
astronomically with a solar eclipse.
ELIAS:
That is right. But the scientists should not concentrate on the time of the
event. It is not important when it happened but that it happened. It is not important on
what day something happens, but it is decisive that it happens.

5.1 Redemption through blood.
Question:

Did CHRIST die on the cross to redeem humanity through HIS blood?

AREDOS: Where heroes are concerned, many heroic deeds are added through
poetic licence. It wasn’t any different with CHRIST. A lot was invented and added. A
tape-recorder didn’t exist then. The so called eyewitnesses readily believed in
wonders or magic.
CHRIST was crucified because it was the norm in those days. But HE survived
because as an adept, HE had access to immense POWERS. But only a CHRIST
could have survived such a crucifixion; everyone else would surely have died.
CHRIST didn’t need any spiritual healers to survive. HE healed HIMSELF through
HIS own spiritual POWER.
•

The blood HE spilled has no meaning whatsoever for humanity.!

A redemption for human beings is only gained through many incarnations. Everyone
must spiritually grow; everyone must develop their moral and ethical laws! 8
8

There seams to be a contradiction here on page 23. The bible says that angels removed the body of JESUS from
the locked tomb, respectively that the tomb was empty. A lot points to the conclusion, that those angels were in

Question:

We are told that CHRIST is our redeemer. In what way?

ARGUN:
The Churches have the wrong conception about the redemption. They
believe that a confession or a repentance is enough to be redeemed. They believe
that CHRIST, as a scapegoat, bled to death for mankind and that through this, a
Christian is redeemed. But that is not the case!
•

Everyone must redeem his own sins! CHRIST said: “Nobody leaves until the
last Penny has been paid!” That is correct!

In spite of this, CHRIST is still a redeemer, then HE has shown the way to
redemption. HIS PARABLES and TEACHINGS are correct. The most important point
is that CHRIST appears before GOD on our behalf. HE tries to reconcile Earth’s
humanity with GOD. You can imagine, that this reconciliation is not easily achieved.
•

CHRIST still hopes, that HIS TEACHINGS will one day find consideration. HIS
LIGHT should light the way for mankind.

Question:
One talks not just about a redemption through the blood of CHRIST, but
considers it as divine.
ARGUN:
No, it is only the spirit that can make it divine. Blood is never a good
symbol. But a blood-transfusion is a case of urgency and therefore a positive act.

5.2 The garment in Trier
Question:

What kind of a garment is kept in Trier?

ARGUN:
Many people cannot tolerate the TRUTH and when they find out what
I’m about to say, namely, that the garment of the MESSIAH is not genuine, they will
not agree with me. Nevertheless, in the name of TRUTH, I explain:
•

The garment in Trier is not the garment of the MESSIAH. The garment of the
MESSIAH is a Church dogma!

It is a good thing, if once in a while, mankind is emphatically reminded about the work
of CHRIST. But it is not a good thing, if certain things are used, things completely
useless for spiritual enlightenment, if they are based on an inaccuracy.
Humanity makes a pilgrimage to Trier. This is not a bad thing, if they go there
together to pray to GOD or CHRIST. But the reason for the pilgrimage is not so much
reality extra-terrestrial helpers, in the service of the SPIRITUAL HIERARCHY, (SANTINER, CHERUBS) who
materially dissolved the body of JESUS to prevent a “cult of the dead” from happening. The visual resurrection
was made possible by re-materialisation with the help of the psychic powers of HIS apostles, until CHRIST
finally left Earth, to continue HIS mission from the spiritual world. A second possibility is described in the
already published account of “Das Schild des Lichtes”. (The shield of light) According to this, it was possible for
CHRIST, with the help of HIS enormous spiritual powers, to transform HIS material body and to ethereally
visible, leave Earth. As it may be, we know after all that the resurrection is a fact.

the praying, but the adoration of a garment. As if the LORD was still wearing this
garment.
But of course, HE could do that if the garment wasn’t hanging there, all flattened out.
But it is not HIS garment nor HIS wishes, to declare this garment as HIS own. Only
the priests are doing that. Yes, they do it by lying to themselves until they believe it to
be true. The Church thinks, that the life of CHRIST needs this kind of “evidence”.
These so called believers worship a piece of cloth! They feel that they’re not obliged
to obey the TEACHINGS of CHRIST because they were told that CHRIST has
forgiven them their sins anyway. They think that all their sins have been erased, all
those from hundreds of years ago and the generations or incarnations to come.
What a lie!
What a mistake!
This is indeed a bigger mistake than the garment. Where has CHRIST ever asked
that HIS garment should be preserved so it can be used later on for cultic
exaggeration?
•

There are no relics more divine than the words of the LORD, who CHRIST
proclaimed in HIS name!

The religious hierarchy believes that the garment of the redeemer has the magical
ability to convert people to the faith. But they are wrong, the garment is certainly very
old, but never the garment of the MESSIAH. If there is talk about magic, it is based
on deception, black magic.
It is an illogical custom, to glorify old and worn-out items. The only exception, if it’s
for teaching purposes. Digging for artefacts for museums is no glorification. Only the
WORDS of GOD are and will be divine, nothing else!
GOD gave life to all of HIS creation, every rock has motion and every piece of wood
breathes the life-force of GOD, in and out. Divine, and therefore to be adored is all of
GODS creation! Why do you search for old and dusty relics to then declare them
divine? Has it ever occurred to anyone to declare all of GODS universe exceptionally
divine?
The Aztecs and the Incas and many pre-historic races bowed before the life-giving
sun, now this is and was truly a divine relic. He, who acknowledges CHRIST, doesn’t
have to profess to a dubious garment. CHRIST wants your devotion to a life pleasing
in the eyes of GOD, and not an acknowledgment of your sins, sins HE is suppose to
forgive you!
He, who acknowledges CHRIST, doesn’t have to profess to a dubious garment.
CHRIST wants your devotion to a life pleasing in the eyes of GOD, and not an
acknowledgment of your sins, sins HE is suppose to forgive you!

What an imposition!
I know that you tend to resist any advise, because it doesn’t suit you!

5.3 The shroud of Turin.
Question:

What can you tell us about the shroud of Turin?

AREDOS:

The shroud of Turin is genuine!

Recently a convent of scientists have made extensive examinations and published
the results. They determined that CHRIST did not die on the cross. They maintain
that CHRIST was unconscious and HIS wounds were still bleeding onto the shroud,
there was still life in HIM. The spiritual realm is deeply affected by this statement,
especially because the Churches support this strange statement.
•

CHRIST was dead, otherwise a resurrection could never have happened!

CHRIST was given a higher power by GOD. HE was even able to raise the dead if
the soul had not completely separated from the body. This fact is not unknown to the
Church. But what CHRIST was able to do, GOD the FATHER can do in a most
perfect way. HE called the soul of CHRIST back into the body.
The convent of scientists ascertained with grand objectivity that the shroud of
CHRIST was absolutely genuine. But they do not believe in wonders, nor in
resurrection from death. That is why they solemnly declared, that the SON of GOD
died on the cross. HE was a voluntary martyr in GODS PLAN of HEALING. HE was
the SON of GOD, but not GOD, as GOD can never die, never bleed or be
unconscious for even just a second.
•

A GOD who dies is not a GOD, but dependant on GOD.

The scientific convent and the Catholic Church rape CHRIST’S wonderful
resurrection. When the ALMIGHTY called HIS SON back to life, the blood of CHRIST
had to undergo a wondrous transformation. The spiritual realm re-materialised and
re-aligned the blood electro-magnetically. At that instance, the wounds of the
CRUCIFIED started to bleed again. The blood-circulation started anew and the
wounds bled onto the shroud until new scabs had formed.
•

Whilst CHRIST was dead, HE accomplished the greatest wonder of
redemption that mankind can imagine. HIS divine SOUL descended into the
deepest, darkest spheres of hell. CHRIST negotiated with Lucifer and offered
to do the penitence for Lucifer. HE was prepared to take over Lucifers
damnation and showed unimaginable self-sacrificial devotion for humanity, so
that millions of lost souls were so deeply affected, that they willingly followed
CHRIST to the SPHERES of LIGHT, whilst Lucifer gnashed his teeth in
humiliation and rage.

The Churches know what it means “descended into hell” and resurrection on the third
day from the dead”. But how could the SON of GOD descent into hell if HE had not
died on the cross? Only HIS soul could do it, HIS body lay in the grave!
The SPIRITUAL WORLD’S reaction to the comments of the scientists and the
attitude of the Catholic Church is: “Phew! You unbelievers and fickle people, you will
not gain the KINGDOM of GOD until you have fully realised your mistakes! Why don’t
you ex-communicate yourselves, then your thoughts and actions are an
unprecedented blasphemy!”
If the wounds had not bled onto the shroud, there would not have been a
resurrection. You make the big mistake that in all questions about religion, you use
your sick intellect instead of asking the SPIRITUAL WORLD.

This picture of CHRIST, taken by an American, created
quite a stir. This American scientist working for NASA, a
non-believer, took a picture of the well- known face of
CHRIST on the shroud. When he developed the film, the
astonished photographer saw this mysterious picture of
CHRIST.
Origin of colour photograph:

6.0 The SON of MAN

( Message from the SPHERES of LIGHT )

The message from GOD is: PEACE ON EARTH!
For the heavens, for the higher spheres beyond, it is therefore unbelievable, how you
people on Earth can think about an upcoming catastrophe, as the end of the world.
GOD IS unimaginable PROGRESS, HE is DEVELOPMENT and a constant
DEVELOPMENT in CARE, FREEDOM and JUSTICE.
•

GOD never talked about destroying the world! But a destruction of your world
could easily come about because of your ungodly, careless behaviour. Such a
catastrophe will happen, if you continue on the gloomy road of ungodliness.
One thing is certain, GOD has made many enormous corrections to many
stars if there was no other way to stop this ungodliness. As mentioned before,
the divine message for planet Earth and its inhabitants is still the same:
PEACE ON EARTH!

Mankind on this divinely guarded Earth is unfortunately also a development gone
wrong, this started many thousands of years ago. GOD made many adjustments, but
never eliminated the people of Earth, but constantly multiplied them. If the mighty
CREATOR of the universe wanted to destroy all life on this planet, HE wouldn’t have
allowed life to multiply on this star, but would have allowed life to gradually become
extinct.
How terribly negative are the assumptions of many people on Earth, who believe to
have recognised and understood GOD.
I’m sure you want to know why GOD is placing HIS protective HAND over you and
your planet? The fact is that you have the CUSTODIAN of your planet to thank for
that.
•

The CUSTODIAN of this Earth is for ever JESUS CHRIST, whom GOD gave
full authority!

But JESUS CHRIST doesn’t stand alone and powerless. HE is immensely superior to
you, then the ANGELS of the LORD serve HIM, the positive souls in Heaven and on
Earth serve HIM, the people of the INTERPLANETARY BROTHERHOOD of many

planets serve HIM, the SANTINER from ALPHA CENTAURI and above all, the SON
of MAN announced 2000 years ago, also serve HIM.
This SON of MAN, with the approval of the ARCHANGEL MICHAEL and equipped
with GODS POWER of AUTHORITY, was engaged by JESUS CHRIST as LEADER
of the ARMADA of SPACE-SHIPS.
His name is:
A S H T A R S H E R A N.
Question:
One assumes that CHRIST called HIMSELF a SON of MAN. HIS return
is announced as the return of the SON of MAN. This explanation has not been clearly
understood till now. How should we interpret this?
ELIAS:
By calling HIMSELF a SON of MAN, CHRIST made it quite clear that
HE is your brother. The Churches should take notice of that! CHRIST has HIS place
amongst you. It is purely a dogma, that HE supposed to sit next to the throne of
GOD. This only expresses the fact, that HE is the TRUSTEE of GOD. Only in
company of the whole of humanity will HE show up in front of the throne of GOD. HE
wants to guide you all back as children of GOD.
CHRIST didn’t want to be an exception, that is why HE answered to the question:
“Are you the SON of GOD?”, “You say so!” and not “I am!” This sentence in the bible
was not correctly written in the first place and therefore not correctly translated. The
emphasis is on the YOU!
Question:
One talks about a SON of GOD and a SON of MAN. Are these two
different personalities?
ELIAS:
Why does everything have to be complicated? This makes the subject
only harder to understand. CHRIST expressed HIMSELF very clearly but people are
not happy about it. CHRIST plainly said that after HIM, a SON of MAN, of flesh and
blood would come, who would guide humanity onto the right path.

6.1 CHRIST and the SANTINER
Question:
We know these days that the star of Bethlehem was an extra-terrestrial
space-ship. Is there an explanation why the SANTINER ( bibl. Cherubim ) knew that
CHRIST had to fulfil such an important mission, as HE was only just born then?
Beside, they must have known where CHRIST was to come to Earth. Can you tell us
about it?
ELIAS:
The SANTINER developed a technic, that allows them easy contact
with the spiritual world. Therefore, they were informed when and where CHRIST was
coming to Earth and what mission HE had to fulfil. This is quite understandable. 9

9

According to their own reports, the Buddhists also know when and where a reincarnating Buddha is born and
the points of reference he possesses to be recognised.

Question:
Judging by that, there must be people born on Earth, who’s mission has
already been predetermined?
ELIAS:
Yes, that’s how it is, but they are usually special cases. There are souls
who voluntarily undertake such missions. Sometimes, these people do not know
their purpose. But there are cases where such a person clearly recognise their
calling. CHRIST was one of them.
Question:
ASHTAR SHERAN, the extra-terrestrial MESSIAH and WORLDTEACHER, once said: “CHRIST is ones of us, we know HIM well”. How did they
mean that?
ELIAS:
CHRIST belonged to a world advanced of Earth by a number of
thousands of years. It is the world of the SANTINER. When a SANTINER
reincarnates on Earth and this incarnation is not a punishment, it can only be a
MISSION. It is a SOUL, well advanced of Earth’s humanity in character and
KNOWLEDGE. This is the only way a person can be a true TEACHER. Added to this
is psychic ability, that makes it possible to correspond with the spiritual realm. 10
Question:
The bible doesn’t give us any information about where CHRIST was
between the 12th and the 28th year of HIS life. Can you tell us something about it?
ELIAS:
During that period of time, CHRIST was on board a mother-ships of the
SANTINER. During that time, HE was taught many more lessons than Moses, when
he spend 40 days in space.
Question:
ship?

Was CHRIST aware that HE was on board an extra-terrestrial space-

ELIAS:
At first it was the same as with Moses: He thought to be a guest of
GOD. Only later did HE realise that this wasn’t the case. They tried to explain it, but
HE still saw in the SANTINER the MESSENGERS of GOD, the ANGELS of the
HIERARCHY in the SERVICE of the ALMIGHTY.
Question:
Did CHRIST believe that HE was the SON of GOD, because HE was
addressed in this way?
AREDOS: How should we know what HE thought and believed? HE was
addressed as “Dear SON”, just as it is the case today. But nobody would have
thought because of that, that HE was the son of the one addressing HIM. But the
commander, dressed in a very impressive uniform, was surely thought to be GOD. I
assume, CHRIST really thought that HE was at least spiritually, the SON of GOD.
Question:

Did CHRIST stay ( like Moses ) over one month aboard a space-ship?

AREDOS: Yes, HE went on a longer trip. As HE was travelling through space, HE
really believed that HE was in the PALACE of GOD.
Question:
10

Did CHRIST remember HIS former life, respectively HIS pre-existence?

JESUS bend down and wrote with HIS finger in the sand. (automatic writing) The bible tell us about that in
the New Testament.

ELIAS:
No, the recollection was erased when HE incarnated. But something
was not erased, namely the recollection of HIS divine mandate, HIS MISSION. This
remembrance gave HIM encouragement. HE knew, HE had INFORMANTS whom
HE couldn’t see, but once in a while HE, could see the beyond and HE saw paradise,
were beautiful people dwelled. HE smelled wonderful fragrances, saw gorgeous
materials and technical perfection. CHRIST saw psychically wonderful flowers,
beautiful parks and everything in harmony. But HE saw all of this on the mother-ship
also and it too represented paradise to HIM. HIS development was attentively
monitored.
Question:
We celebrate the ascension of CHRIST . Many people believe hat
CHRIST ascended to Heaven and disappeared from view as flesh and blood?
AREDOS: Many people believe this to be utter nonsense. It is a fact, that JESUS
was picked up by an extra-terrestrial flying object and not knowing anything about
space-ships, they thought that GOD had picked HIM up in a heavenly chariot.
Question:
In the extensive UFO message “Veritas Vincit”, by ASHTAR SHERAN,
it states that a huge space-ship hovered over Mt. Sinai and that a SON of GOD
handed Moses the ten commandments. As we read further, we see that this SON of
GOD was even then a “CHRIST-SOUL”. Is there any proof about that in the bible?
AREDOS: Even for this, there is proof; have a look in the bible under John,
Chapter 5, Verse 46: CHRIST said “If you believe Moses, you believe me because he
wrote about me”. 11 Moses had spoken to HIM inside the huge space-ship and
Moses told HIM, what he had prophesied for HIM and this prophecy came true.
CHRIST came again!

6.2 The return of CHRIST
Question;: Do highly evolved MESSENGERS of LIGHT have authority to manifest
themselves in the form of JESUS CHRIST?
ARGUN:
No, but many look very much like HIM. Think about the apostles of the
LORD. In most cases, the sight of the LORD JESUS CHRIST brings about an inner
rapture.
Question:
The bible contains a reference to the return of CHRIST. How is this
return to be understood?
ELIAS:
It is a mistake, if one assumes that CHRIST will return the way HE was
before. CHRIST is the appointed trustee of this planet. HE has nothing in common
with Moses, Buddha or Socrates. CHRIST doesn’t come as a person, but as an
IDEA. Flesh and blood is not the decisive factor here, it is always the spirit within.
This decisive spirit, also guiding us, talks these days in definitions that are so logical
11

How could Moses write about CHRIST as Moses lived over a thousand years before the incarnation of
CHRIST? According to VERITAS VINCIT, only because Moses talked to CHRIST in the spaceship over Mt.
Sinai.

and clearly defined, that they can be correctly understood by everyone, unfortunately
that is not the case with the bible. That’s the reason that the “universal religion” has a
great future, even if it is all still at the beginning. The first stone has started to roll and
it can pretty soon develop into an avalanche. This is being discussed more and more.
The number of followers is growing steadily. The basic idea is slowly winning through
and humanity on Earth is not alone in this fight.
Question;

Is there any truth in the notion that CHRIST will return?

ELIAS:
It is not necessary a given fact that there is a return of CHRIST! But
there will be a return of a MESSIAH, that is for sure. This MESSIAH will be equipped
with the Spirit and the thoughts of CHRIST. HE will be the WORD of GOD! You know
the truth already: There is more than one REDEEMER!
Naturally, everybody thinks about the things he likes the best. As long as the
TEACHINGS of a REDEEMER are followed, the TEACHER is not a REDEEMER.
CHRIST performed many wonders, unfortunately they were not recorded. Some of
the wonders CHRIST is supposed to have performed have been written down, even
though they only happened in the vivid imagination of some people. Statements of
witnesses are renowned for their inaccuracies. If they had not glorified HIS wonders
and made a mystical figure out of HIM, nobody would talk about HIM today. With the
aid of these inaccuracies though, HIS memory was kept alive.
CHRIST is in spite of that, still a REPRESENTATIVE of GOD and I can tell you that
HE is not identical to ASHTAR SHERAN. Is this enough for you? There is no harm in
speculating. ASHTAR SHERAN is a cosmic TEACHER. He is about to liberate
mankind from any misinterpretations and enlighten the world.
Interjection: The Christian Religions are of the opinion, that the coming MESSIAH is
the same CHRIST who died on the cross.
ELIAS:
The coming MESSIAH will have a completely different form,
respectively a different appearance than the MESSIAH who died on the cross. The
MESSIAH I’m talking about comes in a fiery cloud. You know what that means? It is
certainly not a cloud, it only looks like one.
This time will come very soon.

7.0 Questions from Rome for ASHTAR SHERAN
Question:
CHRIST?

12

What is your opinion about the great masters and predecessors of

A.S. (ASHTAR SHERAN) I know who the sender is. The great masters were the
preparers of the way for a universal faith, unfortunately falsified over again. This faith
or religion has nothing to do with any of today’s denominations. CHRIST didn’t want
to sponsor a new religion, only preach the WORDS of GOD, applicable for everyone
throughout the universe.
12

We received these questions from Rome under the name of “Rathsha”, but without a return address!

Question:
What is your opinion about all the billions of people who lived before
biblical times?
A.S.: We have a very graphical opinion, we see a continued blasphemy and the
destruction in those days of material life through their own fault. In contrast to today,
these people had above average intelligence, but technically they were lagging
behind. Metaphysical force was well known to them.
Question:
Why was it not possible for you SANTINER to save CHRIST from dying
on the cross?
A.S.: Because GOD never gave the ORDER to do so. The visual instruction began
after the death, but by ORDER this time, we don’t make plans, GOD does. HE
doesn’t do anything without reason. HE has all the answers.
Question:
Why could CHRIST not fulfil HIS MISSION? GOD could have protected
HIM with the help of the SANTINER?
A.S.: Everybody has their free will and we respect that. CHRIST rejected this free
will of man. If you are willing to let the power of GOD help you, is up to you. We
would welcome it.
Question:
Can you tell us something about your intensions, pertaining to our
further development?
A.S.: No, I’m not allowed to talk about it at this stage, because you have to await
your own development, that will give you the necessary maturity, before we can
decisively intervene. You have approached a new level of development. Your spaceship experiments will encounter many difficulties. We now have a excellent, new
model, somewhat flat in the middle, of medium size.
Question:
Why doesn’t one of your space-ships come so close to Earth, that it will
leave an unforgettable impression on everybody?
A.S.: What is the good of just one space-ship? And what are the results of an
invasion? That is why we prefer for you to figure out this puzzle for yourselves. When
you do reach space, it will be a different proposition. For us, you are harmless down
here, but apparently not for yourselves.
Question:
What it the meaning of Ezekiel 10, Verse: “One of the creatures
reached his hand into the fire that was there amongst them, picked up some coals
and put them in the hands of the man in linen. The man took the coals and left”? (
Good News Bible )
A.S.: One has to be cautious with the bible, because it is not always correct. This
passage is to be taken symbolically. The prophet, in this case the contactee, received
from the SANTINER ( Cherubs ) enough energy for his mission.
SUL INAT IT NIS OTHEN!
13
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Your friend ASHTAR SHERAN.

The meaning of this, in the language of the SANTINER: PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS!

8.0 The great REVELATION ( Message from the SPHERES OF LIGHT )
AREDOS: There is no doubt that the medium known as Moses was preferred by
the SANTINER. Moses was guest and passenger in a spaceship, a mother-ship. He
was instructed in all questions about the UNIVERSAL RELIGION. The most
prominent points of these TEACHINGS were given to him in the written form of an
earthly language.
The envy and hatred of the priests hounded Moses and lead to the destruction of this
precious REVELATION. What still exists today is warped and incomplete or in part
antiquated.
There is no doubt that CHRIST was chosen to remove this calamity during HIS
incarnation. HE was an outstanding medium equipped with all the gifts of
metaphysics and extra-terrestrial communication.
CHRIST knew HIS MISSION. The SANTINER announced HIM, guarded and warned
HIM. Unfortunately, it came to a violent end in spite of this, before HE could
complete HIS MISSION.
•

It is about the rectification of the falsified, divine ADVICE and LAWS!

CHRIST was exactly like Moses, a contactee of extra-terrestrial supervision and
INTELLIGENCE.
•

In respect to the MISSIONS, there is no difference whatsoever between the
one of CHRIST and the one of Moses! Both had the same mandate. Both
were divine INSTRUMENTS of INSTRUCTION.

There is no doubt that Moses had contact with a spaceship. There is also no doubt
that CHRIST was announced by a spaceship. UFO’s supported CHRIST at HIS
crucifixion by showing humanity extra-terrestrial might. Anti-gravity triggered the
earthquake and the thunderstorm.
•

CHRIST was later picked up by a UFO and taken away from Earth.

Looking at it from this angle, Moses and CHRIST were SONS of GOD because they
were TEACHERS and AGENTS in the service of charity. It is a appalling dispute of
arrogance and dogmatism, if a difference is made between Moses and CHRIST in
this respect.
The Israelites, respectively the Jews have no right to nominate a personal encounter
with GOD, to call themselves the “chosen people”. It was an encounter with
MESSENGERS of GOD ( biblical cherubs ). The same MESSENGERS had also
contact with CHRIST, but through automatic writing, as it is still the case today.
The Christians as followers and devotees of CHRIST are not under a different
custody than the Jews. Both belief systems have the same FOUNTAIN of REASON,
spiritually also.

•

According to this, there should be no religious differences between the Jews
and the Christians!

All these facts can historically, actually and incontestably be proven. The wars
between religions on Earth are a blasphemy, that will lead to the self-destruction of all
people and races.
•

Ignorance envelops people in spiritual darkness.

The SANTINER, with all their available resources and the help of their spaceships
are ready to spread the TRUTH on this star. But the insight of ordinary people must
help them do this.
•

GOD favours no individual person, nor a people!

•

Decisive factors are character and the HEART!
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Of all the prophets who walked on Earth, Moses and CHRIST are in first place. They
both had the full instructive SUPPORT through extra-terrestrial and psychic contact.
This is one of the most important REVELATIONS of our time!
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The spiritual heart is found in the middle of the chest of every individual.

8.1 What does the Church say?
Question:
We notice very often, that theologians, priests etc. look at GOD and
JESUS CHRIST as one person, the way it was proclaimed in the last verse of the
bible. We therefore ask: How do theologians, priests etc. imagine GOD to be? A
Church father wrote about it in a paper: “GOD is a crucified one”. But this father soon
felt a vague sense of doubt and added: “An impudence for the intellect of man,
monstrous for his natural feelings”. What has the spiritual world to say about this
version, that repeats itself throughout the world?
AREDOS: The lack of knowledge in spiritual matters is blatantly clear in this definition
of the Church father. To maintain that the mighty PLANER and CREATOR comes
down to this speck of dust, to let HIMSELF be tortured to death by HIS own,
rebellious creation and during all of this, leaves HIS unimaginably, mighty creation in
the hands of the devil, who can only exist and function with HIS POWER, and even
for only a fraction of a second couldn’t function without this POWER-SOURCE,
shows an arrogance without equal, the way people on this planet demonstrate it,
people who think that this planet is the centre of all creation.
Question:

How is it possible that the Church religions distort these facts.

ELIAS:
The Church makes no exception, they too need an idol, because they
have no better explanation. But this is now coming back to haunt them. This is why
we have this rebellion against religion.
Question:
The human race shares a common guilt. The Christian Churches
promise a redemption from this guilt through the death of Christ. How should we
understand this?
ELIAS:
The sins of man are measured with a different set of criteria on the
other side than from your point of view. In most cases, genetic inheritance is taken
into consideration.
CHRIST through HIS TEACHINGS and PARABLES have directed mankind onto the
right path to redemption. Man must go along this path by himself!
•

The death of CHRIST has no influence over delivering you from your sins!
This is a false dogma.

Question:

Why does the Church portray CHRIST as a SON of GOD?

AREDOS: For mankind, GOD is unfathomable and inexplicable. To fill this gap,
JESUS CHRIST was the ideal object. Here is something mankind can imagine. But
because CHRIST mentioned that HE was a SON of GOD, one tends to call upon
these words as proof. CHRIST always talked about HIS FATHER, who send HIM.
CHRIST knew that HE was on a divine MISSION.
•

A direct descendant of GOD doesn’t exist! GOD doesn’t have a DAUGHTER
as a DESCENDANT either.

Like every other human being, CHRIST had the capacity to procreate and HE had
highly developed psychic talents. HE had KNOWLEDGE and the ABILITY to
communicate with the spiritual world. What ever else has been made out of it, is a
product of the imagination of the priesthood and is to be called a cult. But the
TEACHINGS are sound and originate from the spiritual realm.
Question:
Spiritualism knows of no other way to redemption but through
instruction of how to be a better person. The Christian Church, especially the Catholic
Church look at this with disfavour because in its opinion, it is too hard to accomplish.
What do you say to that?
ELIAS:
I know that. The Churches are of the opinion, that humanity is saved
through CHRIST, because HE was nailed to the cross. The scapegoat is already
here and was punished for all those who believe in HIM. This is an illogical
misconception.
CHRIST wanted to give humanity only an example of intercession. HE wanted to
achieve that people would do their own intercession. HE knew that the world would
be a better place, if people would show more understanding and forgiveness for one
another.
Question:
Your information is immense, but it will fall on deaf ears with leaders of
the Church and their followers. Is science starting to listen?
AREDOS: It is part of our MISSION to rectify the bible. But it contains so many
errors that at the end, very little is left.
•

The contradictions embodied within it have contributed to make believing in
GOD difficult.

There are important TRUTHS that everybody must know. We endeavour to proclaim
all that man can adhere to.
Question:
Churchgoers often believe that all they have to do is to believe in
CHRIST to be blessed after “death”. What can you tell us about that?
ARGUN:
To win a price, something has to be achieved first. CHRIST is asking for
this achievement from everybody! HE only rewards the winners, to be exact, the
assiduous who have given proof that they have worked on themselves and have
helped others.
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